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The Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF) is an 18K product 
that improves productivity In the development of Interactive 
applications. Introduced In 1981, use of ISPF has grown tremendously 
during the past several years. This growth can be attributed to the 
variety of user application requests that can be satisfied using ISPF. 
Because of the expanding usage of ISPF, It is becoming increasingly 
important for installations to have a method of standardizing ISPF 
development. 

GUIDE membership has recognized and addressed this need by developing an 
ISPF standards and guidelines document. This document, which represents 
the combined expertise of many corporations, contains concise and clear 
development standards that reflect the experiences of corporations from 
around the country. Use of the "GUIDE ISPF Standards and Guidelines" 
document wil I bring to your shop a formalized ISPF development 
methodology that will maximize the usage of ISPF dialogs and improve the 
productivity of your dialog developers. 

Listed below are some of the many benefits that you will realize by 
incorporating these standards and guidelines into your environment. 

1. AUTOMATIC STANDARDS REVISIONS 
With each new release of ISPF. GUIDE membership reviews and updates 
the document to keep it current with the product's technology. 
Therefore. GUIDE will insure that your installation's standards will 
keep pace with your ISPF environment. 

2. REDUCED DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 
The document defines a repeatable approach to dialog development so 
that dialog developers do not have to lire-invent the wheel" with 
every new ISPF dialog application. This reduces appl ication 
development time. Maintenance costs are also reduced because the 
dialog developer spends less time becoming acquainted with each 
application. 

3. APPLICATION PORTABILITY 

4. 

Adherence to standards promotes consistency between appl ications. 
It enables dialogs to remain uniquely identifiable while allowing 
them to function in a shared environment. This promotes 
portability; from user to user. CPU to CPU. and data center to data 
center. 

PRODUCT COMPATIBiliTY 
IBM, as well as many of the more prominent vendors, conform to 
dialog development standards similar to those outlined in the "GUIDE 
ISPF Standards and Guidelines" document. By adhering to these 
standards. your applications will use conventions like those used in 
most major products available in today's market. This enables your 
environment to be more "user friendly" by promoting consistency 
between products and applications. It also reduces user training 
requirements because applications look and function in a similar 
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manner. 

The "GUIDE ISPF Standards and Guidelines" publication is available to 
all GUIDE .embers. Use of it will enable your shop to take advantage of 
the latest techniques in ISPF dialog development. It will truly be an 
asset to your environment. 
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CHAPTER: 1 Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This publication is intended to meet the needs of ISPF Installations 
which are developing their own ISPF dialogs or installing 18" or other 
vendor products which use ISPF as their dialog manager. This Is a 
continually evolving document and will be updated as necessary. 

The objectives of this publication are to: 

1. Establish STANDARDS for ISPF dialogs based on widely accepted 
practices which are consistent with the structure of the PDF prod
uct or use an ISPF or PDF function which has certain requirements. 
It is strongly recommended that each installation adopt and en
force these practices for their own internal standards. 

2. Suggest GUIDELINES (naming conventions, library concatenations, 
making changes to system-wide dialog components, etc.) based on 
widely accepted practices which will enhance the usability and 
effeciency of PDF based user or vendor dialogs. 

This document addresses standards for dialogs which operate in a PDF 
environment since PDF has the broadest base of users. Major emphasis 
is placed on how a d i a 1 09 look s to the user (pane I layouts, message 
formats. etc.). Other uses of ISPF dialog manager, such as developing 
prototypes for any on-l ine appl ication (i .e. CICS, IMS. etc.). do not 
need to adhere to the standards and guidel ines proposed in this docu
ment. 

Points which are considered STANDARDS are identified by bold, itali
cized text. All other points are considered guidelines. 
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CHAPTER: 2 Naming Standards 

2. NA"ING STANDARDS 

2.1 GENERAL 

Naming standards must be established for the member names of ISPF com
ponents (panels, messages, ellSTs, etc.) to prevent .ember name con
flicts. ~er names should also Identify the dialog or application 
in which the member is used or the group which developed the dialog or 
application. 

Conflicting member names are a concern because most installations run 
ISPF as a concatenation of libraries from different sources. The 18K 
ISPF and ISPF/PDF libraries are concatenated with other vendor ISPF 
libraries and with I ibraries of dialogs developed at the installation. 
Some installations have many different ISPF libraries corresponding to 
different groups of users. If no naming convention has been estab
lished, libraries which contain members of the same name may be con
catenated. When multiple members of the same name exist in a 
concatenation. only the first member found with the specified name is 
accessible. 

There may not be anyone naming standard which is appropriate for ev
ery installation. The purpose here is to propose several possible 
naming standards and discuss their relative advantages and disadvan
tages. 

Naming conventions should be established for all parts of the dialog 
(panels, messages, skeletons. CLISTs. tables. programs). Naming con
ventions should be established for all Profile pool variables within a 
given profile (identified by the NEWAPPL id). Naming conventions 
should be established for all Shared pool variables within a ~iven 
NEWPOOL. 

2.2 REQUIREMENTS 

Any naming standard should meet the following requirements: 

1. Kember names must be unique across any libraries which are concat
enated together. If the System Kodification Program (SKP) is to 
be used to maintain the dialogs, each distinct component of each 
dialog must be uniquely named across all libraries that SKP will 
maintain. 

2. The member name should identify the dialog or application which 
the component belongs to~ The naming standard should also accom
modate components which are used by many different dialogs. 
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CHAPTER: 2 Naming Standards 

3. The naming standard should use as few characters as possible, so 
that the dialog developer has some characters for his/her own use. 
Because the length of the names is limited to 8 characters, each 
character required by the naming standard .ust be Justified. 

In addition to the above, the naming standard should. ideally. encour
age the use of .nemonlcs in names. Well-chosen mnemonics are useful 
in communicating information about the function of the component. 

2.3 IDENTIFIERS 

The member name should include some of the following identifiers: 

1. SYSTEM 10 - identify the system to which the dialog belongs 

A system id identifies the application system but not the dialog 
to which a specific component belongs. A list of system ids must 
be maintained to ensure uniqueness. 

Dialog components should not be named with a ppefix of eithep ISR 
op ISP since this may conflict with elements distp;buted by IBN. 

2. GROUP 10 
dialog 

identify the group or department which developed the 

If group id is used, the group which is responsible for the dialog 
is easily identified when problems occur or changes need to be 
made. This may not be important if each group has its own set of 
ISPF libraries concatenated. A list of group ids must be main
tained to ensure uniqueness. 

3. DIALOG 10 - identify the dialog to which the member belongs 

Member names which identify the dialog to which the member belongs 
are usefu 1 in ma i nta i n i ng the I SPF Ii brar i es. A II components of a 
dialog can be identified if each member name contains a dialog 10. 
When a problem witn-. specific member-is found, it is easy to de
termine which dialog and which other ISPF components may be af
fected. If dialog id is used, a list of dialog ids must be 
maintained to ensure uniqueness. 

Dialog id could be used in conjunction with system id or group id 
to further identify the component. For example. system id or 
group id could be defined as a 3-charactercode-and dialogs within 
each system/group could be identified by a 1-character code. 

- It -
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~. TYPE - an identifier Indicating the type of ISPF component (pan
els, cllsts, skeletons, etc.). In some casel this could even be 
broken down further, types of panels, for example. 

The type indicator II useful in naming components which are main
tained by S~ (because every • .-ber name must be unique across all 
librariel .. intained by S~). It can also be useful in differen
tiating between the different types of panels within a panel li
brary. 
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CHAPTER: 2 Naming Standard. I 

2.4 SOME NAKING STANDARDS WHICH ARE IN USE NOW 

It is important that each installation develop a standard for naming 
dialog components that wi11 fit their needs. Some guidance Is pro· 
vided in this section through examp1es to assist in this deve10pment. 

Because of the connection between message-ids and message member 
names. some of the following naming conventions cannot be applied to 
message member names. 

The number of characters specified in the following naming standards 
are given as an example. Each installation will have different re
quirements for the number of characters used for an identifier. 

1. 

2. 

3· 

Characters 
1-4 

5 
6-8" 

Value 
Dialog 10 / Group 10 / 
Type of component 
specified by developer 

System 10 

Comments - this convention allows the dialog developer 
meaningful naming scheme for part of the member name, 
providing information which is useful in identifying 
nent. 

Characters 
1-3 

4 
5-8 

Value 
Dialog 10 / Group 10 / System 10 
Type of component 
each character is an alphameric 
character which indicates the option 
number at the at the 1st, 2nd. 3rd 
and 4th level of the dialog hierarchy 

to choose a 
wh i lest ill 
the compo-

Advantages - the member name indicates where the ISPF component be
longs in the dialog hierarchy. 

Disadvantages If the organization of the dialog is changed. the 
member names would need to be changed to reflect the new hierar
chy. 

Characters 
1 

2-5 
6 

7-8 

Value 
Type of component 
Dialog 10 / Group 10 / System 10 
alphanumeric character 
Version 

- 6 -
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Advantages 
tlons. 

Naming Standard. 

Version may be useful information for some installa-

Ol.advantages - Only 1 character is left for the developer to spec
ify. Also, in a member selection list, the different types of 
panels which belong to a dialog are not grouped together. 

Characters 
I 

2-4 
5 

6-8 

Value 
Installation Code 
Dialog 10 / Group 10 / System 10 
Type of component 
specified by developer 

Comments - Installation code may be useful information for instal
lations which support more than one operating system. 

5. IBM has no PUBLISHED naming standards for their ISPF member names. 
For the ISPF and ISPF/PDF products, they GENERALLY follow a conven
tion of 

Characters Value 
1-3 ISR or ISP, depending upon the product 

to which the member belongs 
~ ISPF/PDF option 10 (e.g. E for Edit) 

5-8 free-form 

Installations should not begin member names of dialog components 
with the characters ISR or ISP because of this' convention. 
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CHAPTER: 3 - Panels 

3. PANELS 

).1 OVERVIEW 

1. Panels should be as similar in appearance as possible. 

2. Where differences exist between the way two panel types work. 
there should be differences in appearance between the two types. 
These differences will serve as visual clues into the function 
available on/with the different panel types. 

3. The above applies to data/information fields as well. 

3.2 PANEL LAYOUT 

1. FORKAT DIAGRAK 

The panel format in Figure 1 provides a basis for the following dis
cussion on panel layouts. The terms used in the description of each 
panel type are defined below. 

------------------- TITLE LINE ----------------------
COMMAND ===> 

Function and/or Instruction Line 

----------> 

(0 i rect i ve li ne) 

Body of Panel 
or Text Lines 

Figure 1. GENERAL PANEL FORKAT 

2. TITLE LINE (LINE 1) 

a. Should be the f;pst line on the panel. 

- 9 -



[ CHAPTER: 1 - Panel. 

b. Sbould be displlyed il', jf,b intensity D.tp.t field. 

c. Sbo.Td be in .ppe~ e,sI. 

d. Tbl t;tle should be centl~Id o. tbe title li.e. 

e. SIPI~'tl tbe titT, f~o. th, dlsbes b, .t I,.st 1 (,nd p~efe~I
bly 21 bl,nks. 

f. Tbe wo~d TUTORIAL should ,ppe,~ on both ends of the line fo~ 
tuto~isl p,nels. 

g. Always use the defsult message a~ea to display messages. This 
is an impo~tant papt of the fo~mat to which dialog useps have 
become accustomed. The default apea fop the sho~t message is 
the uppep right hand cornep of the panel (line fJ. 

h. Short messages should always be displayed with all 24 charac
ters (right justify the message and pad with blanks). 

3. COMMAND LINE (LINE 2) 

4. 

a. All panels must have a selection "option,· or "command" field. 
The "selection" field is used on tutorial panels, the "option" 
field is used on menu panels, and the ·command" field is used 
on all others. The only allowable fopmats are: 

Selection ===> 
or 

Option ===> 
or 

Command ===> 

b. Should be in uppep case. 

c. Should be displayed in a high intensity output field. 

d. The input field should only be tepminated at the beginning of 
the next line. 

e. On sCPollable panels, the command line contains a 4-byte 
scpoll field. It should begin in column 64 and have the fol
lowing text field preceed it: 

SCROLL ===> 

LONG MESSAGE LINE (LINE 3) 

a. Should always be blank. (Some non-essential output fields may 
be positioned on this line. This is the normal position for B 
time-of-day fieldJ. 

- 10 -
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b. Time-of-day field. if displayed. should be placed on the third 
line on the right hand stde of the screen. 

5. FUNCTION LINE (OPTIONAL. LINE ~) 

a. Can be used to display a subtitle on a panel. if one is neces
sary. 

b. Should be in upper and lower case, centered on the line. 

c. Should be displayed in a high intensity output field. 

6. I NSTRUCT IONS 

a. Can be used with or without a function line. To provide the 
user with information on what is to be entered on a panel when 
it may not be clear from the content of the panel. In
structions should be low intensity, upper and lower case. The 
position of the Instructions depends on panel type, unless 
otherwise noted. 

b. They should be used only when necessary and be as brief as 
possible and should always be in an active form. Use tutorial 
and help panels for lengthy explanations. 

The following panels have unique requirements: 

1) Scrollable Panels (specifically their display). 

Consist of one or more lines which instruct the user 
on the function of this panel. 

Should include a I ist of the val id select codes (line 
commands) • 

2) Tutorial Panels 

Can be used anywhere on the panel after text lines and 
before select option (if any). 

Used specifically in instructing the user on navigat
ing through the tutorial. 

Should read: liThe following topics are presented in 
sequence, or may be selected by number:" or liThe fol
lowing topics are presented only if selected by num
ber:" 

- 11 -
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CHAPTER: 3 Panels I 
7. BODY OF PANEL 

a. General 

The layout and format of the body of the panel varies, depending 
on function. Specific body requirements for each type follows in 
the next chapter. 

The Types are: 

I) Non~Scrollable 

Data Entry 

Multi-Column Data Entry 

Confirmation 

Information 

Tutorial Text 

2) Scrollable/Dynamic 

Table Display 

Dynamic Panel/Graphic Areas 

3) Selection 

Menu 

Tutor i a I Menu . 

4) Non-D i sp 1 ay 

Within the body there are input, output and text fields. Every 
panel will have some or all of these fields and they all must con
form to the following: 

1) Whenever possible the user should have a choice of attri
butes for a field. 

2) Do not change the default attribute characters unless one 
of the default characters must appear within the text of 
the panel. 

3) Input fields should be initialized to either a previously 
entered value. or a default value. if one can be deter
mined. 

- 12 -



CHAPTER: 3 - Plnels 

.. ) Padding 

a) Unused p,dding cb,~,cte~s sbould .ot .eed to b, ~,
.o"d by tbe '$'~ (i.'. as, tt, PAD keywo~d i. tA' 
JATTR sectio, of tbe p".' to p,d i,plt fieldsJ. 

b) If it is necessary to pad an input field with some
thing other than null characters, always pad with the 
user's defined pad character unless special applica
tion requirements dictate otherwise. This is mainly 
if the user "UST see the exact length of the input 
field. 

5) Be consistent in the use of displayed values (i .e. ,'w,ys 
use NY· and HNB op ·YES" and "NO"). 

6) To minimize keystpokes use TRUNC Bnd TRANS in the )PROC 
section of tbe panel definition. If tbis ;s done. the 
same displayed v8lues should aTwBYs be tpuncated op tpans
lated consistently thpougbout tbe dlalog. 

b. Specific Field Types: Format and Design Considerations 

1) Genera 1 

2) Input Fields: Singly Occurring 

+Description Field%===>_lnput Field + (Information) 

a) Description field 

i. Sbould be bpief. limited to one line when possible 
Bnd nevep exceeding two lines. 

i i. Should be lined up to the left of op if necessapy 
placed just above the cop~esponding input field. 

iii. Sbould be displayed in , low intensity output 
field. 

iVa Should be in upper and lower case. 

b) Standard Arrow Symbo 1 (===» 

i. All input fields should be immediately ppeceded by 
the ISPF standapd appow symbol ( ===> ) • 

ii. Should be used ONLY to ppecede input fields. 

- 13 -
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iii. Should ,'w,,1 be displ,yed in , high intensity 
output field. 

Iv. Line up the '~~OWI ,e~tit"'" within 10git., 
g~oupI, o. the p.nel. If possible, line up ,II of 
the '~~DWI on the p.nel. The telt fields whith 
p~ecede the .~~ow II.bols should be left-justified 
withi. 'og;c.' g~oups. 

For example: SYSOUT CLASS _._> 
LOCAL PRINTER 10 z:=> 

c) Input Fie 1 d 

I. Should be displayed using high intensity. 

d) I nformat i on 

i. Used to displal the possible values fop the coppe
spondfng input field. 

ll. Should be displayed in 8 low intensity output 
field. 

ii i. Should be in uppep and lower case. 

iv. The recommended values for Yes/No fields are Y and 
N. 

v. If there are only 2 valid entries for an input 
field. 1 ist the entries separated by 'or l , (i .e. Y 
or N) to be consistent with ISPF/POF panels. 

vi. To list more than two valid entries for an input 
field, separate the items by a comma and a blank. 
For example. ISPF/POF Version 2 uses the following 
format on its 3.4 panel: 

(QUICK, SHORT or LONG) 

3) Input Fields: Repeating 

a) For vertically repeating fields 

i. Should be arranged in a columnar fashion beneath 
their respective headings. 

ii. Most should be displayed using low intensity; 
highlight only the most important fields. 

- 14 -
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b) 

c) 

Iii. Should be padded with the user's defined pad 
character. 

iv. Align numeric data to the right when a table il 
displayed by storing the values in the table with 
the correct nUMber of leading blanks or by using 
JUST (R I GHT) • 

For horizontally repeating fields 

i. Should ~e proceeded by the standard ISPF arrow 
symbol (---» • 

i i : Should be displayed in a high intensity input 
field. 

iii • Should be padded with the user's defined charac-
ter. 

The Select Field 

i. Should be the left-most field for ease of use. 

i i . Should be displayed in a high intensity input 
field. 

iii. For functions that have ISPF/PDF equivalents, use 
the same code, i .g. 

B - Browse 
D - Delete 
E - Edit 
P - Pr i nt . 
S - Select 

iv. If selection codes differ from their use in 
ISPF/PDF, then the instructions should state this. 

4) Output Fields 

a) High intensity - should be used spa~ingly. low inten
sity should be the p~edominant 'tt~;bute fo~ fields in 
the body of the panel. 

b) Should not be padded with any charBcte~s other than 
nulls o~ blanks. 

5) Text Fields 

a) High intensity should be used spa~ingly. low intensity 
should be the predominant 'tt~ibute fop fields in the 

- 15 -
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body of tile p,n,'. Th, only IIlIh'I'Sll1y hi,hli,ht,d 
seqllene, of eb'I'Ietel's II" th,titl, 1i.e, tt, eo •• ,nd 
Ii". ,nd tb, 'I'I'DWS pl'eeedill, tt, i.pllt fields. 

b) Use upper and lower ease In text fields; it has proven 
to be more readable than text which is all in upper 
ease. 

8. TEXT LI NES 

The text lines are used to give the user a brief description of the 
current dialog status. They are primarily used in informational and 
confirmation panels. 

a. Informational 

1) Should be a bl'ief explanation of the pl'ocessing status. 

2) Should be displayed using low intensity. Bnd highlighting 
only impol'tant infol'mation. 

b. Confirmation 

1) Should be a bl'ief explanation of the situation which I'e
quil'es confil'mation. 

2) Should be displayed using low intensity, and highlighting 
only impol'tant infol'mation. 

c. Tutor i a I 

1) Should highlight only impol'tant infol'mation. 

2) Hhen explaining a dialog input field, display the field on 
the tutol'ial panel as it appeal's on the dialog panel (ex
cept that it should be a text 01' output field). 

9. DIRECTIVE LINE 

The directive line directs the user on how to proceed from this panel. 
The wording of the line should be consistent with ISPF/PDF and varies 
depending on panel type. 

a. Non-Scrollable Panels 

1) To indicate an action, display the following on line 23 
(code so the entire message is on one line): 

Press ENTER key to process; 
Enter END command to terminate. 

- 16 -
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CHAPTER a , . - Panell 

2) If ENTER and END meanings are different from normal PDF 
use, use two llnel to display the instructions (this will 
help draw attention to the instructions): 

Prell ENTER key to --------
Enter END cOMmand to -------

where dashes indicate action. For example. 

Press ENTER key to DELETE the data set 
Enter END command to CANCEL the delete request 

3) If two directive lines are necessary. place them on lines 
22 and 23. 

I 

~) The d;pect;ve linels) should be in the following fopmat: 
the wopds END and ENTER ape in uppep case and displayed in 
high intensity output fields, the pest of the linels) 
should be in upper and lawer case and displayed in low in
tensity output fields. 

5) Example of a standard format directive line, coded using 
default attribute characters (~ode on one line): 

+Press%ENTER+key to process; 
Enter%END+command to terminate. 

b. Scrol lable Panels 

1) Instructs the user on how to exit from the table display 
or from dynamic panel areas. Wording should be similar to 
non-scrollable. 

c. Menus 

I) A directive line may be used to explain how to return to a 
higher level selection menu. 

d. Tutorials 

1) In tutopials, the directive line is only used on a panel 
which continues to another panel. The eorpeet fopmat of 
the dipective line is: -(Continued on next page'-

2) Should be displayed in a high intensity output field. 

3) Should be consistently placed within the body of the panel 
Ippefepably centeped on line 231. 

- 11 -



CHAPTER: 3 - Panell 

3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Inst"',tion-deve'oped p,nels .ust be consistent with the fo~.'t 
of ISPF/PDF p,nels. 

2. To display large amounts of information. use .ore panels with less 
information per panel rather than fewer panels with more informa
tion per panel. 

3. The majopity of the panel should be displayed in low intensity 
output and in uppep and lower case. 

00 not overuse high intensity. High intensity draws attention to 
important fields on a panel when it contrasts with the majority of 
the panel fields. Too much high intensity on a panel minimizes 
this effect. 

4. Be capeful in the use of extended datB stpeam ,ttpibutes (colop, 
highlighting, etc.) The usep needs to know whepe to focus his/hep 
attention on the scpeen. An excess of colop and/op highlighting 
on a panel is confusing and can also cause eye fatigue. The use 
should determine the color attribute whenever possible. A panel 
design dependent on color may be invalid if any user of the panel 
has any form of colop blindness. 

5. All dialogs should make use of the HELP facility. All panels must 
have an associated HELP panel or, at the very least, a general 
HELP panel as opposed to no HELP at al,. 

6. Fixed panel formats should genepal'y be designed fop an installa
tion's smallest scpeen size. Vendops must design theip ppoducts 
to opepate on the smallest scpeen ISPF supports (24 paws by 80 
columns). 

7. The last line of B -fixed- panel should always be blank to allow 
the usep to split-scpeen without losing any information. 

8. The dialog developer should also consider the PFSHOW command when 
designing panels. Up to four additional lines may be left blank 
at the bottom of the screen to accommodate PFSHOW output. An al
ternative is to place descriptive information which a more experi
enced user may not care about on these lines. PFSHOW output would 
then overlay an area of lesser importance or at least of lesser 
concern. For non-scrollable panels, input fields should line up 
vertically. if at all possible. This allows the most effective 
use of the cursor positioning keys. 

- 18 -
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9. Be careful when using Dynamic Areas for ERROR/HELP information. 
Dynamic Area. are cannot be pre-processed and may hinder perform
ance goah. 

10. Identify panels with comments (who, where, call. who, called by, 
etc.) in the )ATTR section of the panel definition. 

11. All p,nel definitions sbould eont,in ,11 sections - tbe JATTR, 
JBODY, JREI.IT. 11.11 ,nd IPROC. Any sections wbicb ,re not ,etu
.l1y used by , panel sbould be left empty. T,ble displ,y panels 
should also contain a J~DEl section. This c,n be re-enforced at 
8n installation by encouraging the use of AODElS for panel devel
opment. 

12. Most used. or required input fields should be placed near the top 
of a panel with less important, lesser used, or optional fields 
lower down. 

13. To minimize keystrokes use TRUNC and TRANS in the )PROC section of 
the panel definition. If this is done, the same displayed values 
should always be truncated or translated consistently throughout 
the dialog. 

14. Minimize the use of lengthy appl ication commands within a dialog. 
Panels should be used to build and issue any lengthy commands. For 
example, assume the following command is used to perform a search: 

SEARCH TABLE FIRST (JOHN) M I DOLE (Q) LAST (DOE) 
FOR (EMPLOYEE_NUMBER) 

The user should not be required to enter the command. Instead. the 
dialog should use panels to gather the information and should con
struct and issue the command. 

15. When designing a scrollable panel with a select field. put the se
lect field on the left hand side of the screen. 

16. Each line should begin with the panel's low intensity output at
tribute character unless some other attribute is necessary. This 
prevents unintentional continuation of a field from the previous 
line. 

17. Hhen writing dialogs to be used by non-programmers, consider using 
the word ·screen· instead of ·panel" in panel text which refers to 
panels being displayed. ·Screen" is the correct term for the 
physical image displayed on the terminal and is also more likely 
to be understood by non-programmers. 

18. For non-scrollable panels, input fields should line up vertically, 
if at all possible. This allows the most effective use of the 
cursor positioning keys • 
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19. For scrollable panels (table displays), each row should constitute 
a logical grouping of data. . 

Align numeric data to the right by storing- the values In the table 
with the correct number of leading blanks or by using JUST(RIGHT). 

- 20 -
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3.~ FORMAT FOR SPECIFIC PANEL TYPES 

1. Non-Scrollable Panel. 

a. Data Entry Panel 

-----------TITlE FOR DATA ENTRY PANEl----------------
COMANO •• _> 

Instructions 

DESCRIPTION FIELD 
DESCRIPTION FIELD 
DESCRIPTION FIELD 

Direct ive Li ne 

I 
2 
3 

===> 
===> 
===> 

INPUT FIELD I (information) 
INPUT FIELD 2 (information) 
INPUT FIELD 3 (information) 

------------------(end of panel example)---------------
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b. "ultiple Column Data Entry Panel 

-------TITLE FOR "ULTIPLE COLUMH DATA ENTRY PANEL----
COMAND --> 
Ins truet ions 

Heading I Heading 2 Heading 3 Heading It 

---------------(end of panel example)-----------------

• Should be organized so than the user enters data across a 
row instead of down a column. In other words. logical 
groupings of data (e.g., data items related to a single 
record) should be input across a row. not down a column. 
The reason for this is than the cursor can be moved across 
the screen more easi ly than it can be moved down the 
screen. 

Columnar Headings: 

• Should nopma"y be left-justified. 
• Should be displayed in a high intensity output field. 
• Should be in uppep and lowep case. 
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c. Information Panel 

------------ TITLE FOR INFOR"ATION PANEL ------------
COMANO ---> 
Text lines 

-----------------(end of panel example)---------------

• When a dialog function executes for a long time without 
any user interaction (e.g. when searching a large file), 
an INFORMATION panel may" be used to inform the user of the 
status of the processing. The panel itself is a standard 
panel containing only text fields. Before the panel is 
displayed, the CONTROL service is invoked with the DISPLAY 
and LOCK parameters. The panel is displayed with the key
board locked and the function continues processing without 
waiting for any user response. 

• A I though the user cannot respond to the pane I (other than 
by using the "break" key), the dialog has informed the 
user of its status. An information panel can be used to 
give the user an idea of how much processing has been done 
and how soon it will be finished. 
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d. Confirmation Panel 

------------T�TLE FOR CONFtR~TION PANEL ------------
COMANO ---> 
Text lines 

Oi rective lines 

--------------(end of panel example)------------------

• When a user must confirm an important function (e.g. fi Ie 
deletion, record update) in a dialog, a confirmation panel 
may be used. The text lines of a confirmation panel are 
used to describe the process or function of the task. The 
directive line directs the user and describes what process 
will occur based on user action or input.· 
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e. Tutorial Text Panel 

TUTORIAL-----TITLE FOR TUTORIAL TEXT PANEL---- TUTORIAL 

COKMAND ---> 
Tutorial Text 

Directive Line 

---------------(end of panel example)------------------

• Set &lUP on evepy tutopial panel. 

• Whenever necessary, use continuation tutorial panels to 
explain a dialog panel. Using more panels with less text 
per panel is more effective than using fewer panels with 
more text per panel. 

• All dialogs should have an overview topic included in 
their tutorial. An overview is useful for orienting users 
who are unfamiliar with the dialog. 
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2. Scrollab1e Panels 

a. Table Display Panel 

-------------- TITLE FOR TABLE DISPLAY PANEL ---------------
COMAND ._-> 
Instructions 

Oi rect ive Li ne 

Column2 
Select Heading 

Column3 
Heading 

SCROLL -> 

Column1t 
Heading 

Column5 
Heading 

-----------------{end of panel example)---------------------

• For table displays that use more than one screen line to 
display one row of the table, a line of dashes (or a blank 
line) may increase the readability of the display. 

• Should be organized so that the user enters data across a 
row instead of down a column. In other words, logical 
groupings of data (e.g. data items related to a single re
cord) should be input across a row. not down a column. The 
reason for this is that the cursor can be moved across the 
screen more easily than it can be moved down the screen. 

Column Headings: 

• Should no~mally be left-justified. 
• Should be displayed in a high intensity output field. 
• Should be in uppe~ and lowe~ case. 

b. Dynamic Panels/Graphic Areas 

1) Use of dynamic and graphic areas must always observe the 
standards for panel layout (e.g. title line, command line. 
fig.) • 

2) Dynamic areas can be used in conjunction with parts of 
other panel types and fields (singly occurring input 
fields on data entry panels, etc.) but the format must be 
consistent with that type of field. 
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3. Selection Panels 

•• I'\enu Pane 1 

-------------TITLE FOR SELECTION "ENU--------------
OPTION -> 

Instructions 

1 OPTION I Brief description of opt ion 1 
2 OPTION 2 Brief description of option 2 
3 OPTION 3 Brief description of opt ion 3 
4 OPTION 4 Brief description of option 4 

X EXIT 

Directive Li ne 

--------------{end of panel example)-----------------

• Align each of the three sections ve~tically. 

) 

• Put tbe options witb tbe higbest probability of being cbosen 
at the top of the list to ~educe ~eading time. If the~e is 
no obvious patte~n fo~ o~de~jng options, put them in 
alphabetical o~ nume~ic o~de~. 

• If both alphabetic and numeric options are used on a menu, 
list the numeric options in order first. followed by the 
alphabetic options. in order. 

• When tbe x (EXIT) option is displayed, place it .ea~ tbe 
botto" of tbe panel, distinctly sepa~ated f~D. tbe I'est of 
tbe options. 

• For those options which correspond to ISPF/PDF options, use 
the same Option Codes and Option Titles as are used in 
ISPF/PDF. 

Option lines: 

• Option Code 
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Should be numbe~s (p~efe~~edJ o~ c.pit.,ized "tte~s. 

Should be on sep.~.te li"s. 

Use Ar.bic nu.,~.'s, .ot RD ••• nu.e~.ls. 

Should be displ.yed i • • ji,j i.te,sity field. 

Nust .ot use'.' o~ 'J' with the Optio. Code. 

Use 'X' fo~ EXIT only. 

• Option Title 

Should be in upper case. 

• Option Description 

Should be wopded 8S B statement, not as a question. 

Should begin with 8 capital lettep. 

- 28 -
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b. Tutoria1 Kenu 

TUTORIAL--TUTORIAL SELECTION "ENU TITLE--TUTORIAL 
OPTION ---> 

Tutoria1 Text 

Instruction Line 
1 - Brief Description of Option 1 
2 - Brief Description of Option 2 

---------------(end of panel example)------------

• Set &lUP on evepy tutopial menu panel. 

• Use a tutopial hiepapchy that has a 10gic,' opdep (i.e. 
follows the hiepapchy of the dialog). Ideally, thepe 
should be a minimum of one tutopial panel fop evepy dialog 
panel. 

• All dialogs should have an overview topic. An overview is 
useful for orienting users who are unfamil iar with "the di
alog. 

Tutorial Text: 

• Should be displayed using low intensity, and highlighting 
only impoptant infopmation. 

• When explaining a dialog input field, display the field on 
the tutopial panel as it appeaps on the dialog panel (ex
cept that it should be a text op output fieldJ. 

Option Lines: 

• Option Code 

Should be numbers (prefeppedJ op letters. 

Should be displayed in B high intensity output field. 

Hhen 8 tutopial option coppesponds to a selection menu 
option, the same option code should be used fop both. 
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If the ch'~,cte~s B, S, T, U, o~ 1 ,~. ased ,s s.
lectio. optio.s o. , tato~i,' p,n.', tb. ase~ will not 
be ,bl. to ase these ,bb~evi'tio.s to specif, tb. ta
to~i" co .. ,.ds BACK, SKIP, TOP, UP, ,Id 11DEt. Th. 
fall t'to~i,' co •• ,nds will still f,.ctfo •. Howeve~, 
if S, S, 1, U, o~ 1 do n,ed to b •• s.d ,s tato~;11 
optio.s tbl. tb. '$e~ •• st be f.fo~.ed of the .,ed to 
ase tbe fall t.to~i,' co •• ,.d to "ec,t. th,t f.nc
tion. 

• Option Description 

Describes the specific area covered by the tutorial 
option. 

Align the option codes and the option descp;ptions 
veptica"y. 

Put the options with the highest probability of being 
chosen at the top of the list to reduce reading time. 
Match the order of the options to those found on the 
corresponding Selection Menu. If there is still no 
obvious pattern for ordering options, put them in al
phabetical order. 

4.· Non-Display Panel 

a. The format of a non-display panel should be the same as that 
of an Information panel since the CONTROL NONDISPL services 
might be changed to a CONTROL DISPLAY LOCK during development 
of the application. The panel could then be used to help de
bug the application. 
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At. "ESSAGES 

It. I GENERAL 

1. All messages should be clear, concise, in plain language and in 
vocabulary that is familiar to the user. In a panel message if 
more infor.ation is needed provide it in the long message area. 

2. Use standard punctuation. 

3. Messages should have a consistent format. Place any user action 
first in the long message, followed by an explanation of the error 
or the consequences of the action. 

~. Use positive statements wherever possible, e.g. 

"Select an option from the list below" 
instead of 

"Option selected is invalid". 

5. Use active rather than passive statements, e.g. 

"Enter the name of the data set" 
instead of 

"Data set name must be entered" 

6. Do not use ClIST, EXEC o~ p~og~am output facilities to display 
messages. All messages should be displayed using the ISPF message 
facility. 

~.2 SPECIFIC 

1. Always use the default message areas to display ISPF messages. 

2. Messages should not overlay any panel fields (other than text 
fields used to display time-of-day, date or userid). 
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3. Each message should have both short and long text except. If a 
short message cannot be meaningful enough, a long message should 
be displayed immediately (without a short message). This Is to 
avoid cryptic short messages. A HELP panel should be aSloclated 
with each message. 

~. Always use .ALARK-YES with error .. ssagel 
but error messages only. tI.ALARK-YES" stops commands stacked on 
the COKKAND line. 

5. Informative messages, when used consistently are very helpful and 
reassuring to users. They should be used wherever it is appropri
ate in the dialog to inform users of actions that are taking 
place. 

6. The .HELP parameter should be used whenever there is a specific 
tutorial panel which relates to the message. 

7. Position the cursor to the field in error when a message is dis
played; this helps the user to find and correct the error. 

8. Use the value from the field in error in the long message to in
crease the informational content (the same value should be dis
played in the short message, if possible). 

9. Use dialog variables in messages to make the message more meaning
ful. When possible, the dialog variable should be used in both 
the short and long message. For example. an input dialog could 
display the record number that was processed as part of the II re-
cord processed" short and long messages. 

10. If processing efficiency is an important consideration, guidelines 
may be established concerning the size of message members. Message 
members will be accessed most efficiently if the total size of the 
member is kept under the blocksize of the data set. For example. 
if the blocksize of the library is 6160 (the recommended 
blocksize). then a message member of 77 lines (77 x 80 = 6160) is 
the maximum that will fit in one block. 

11. Short messages should be uppercase with not message numbers; long 
messages should be upper/lower case. 
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12. Whenever possible. long .essages should include unique message 
numbers. This allows for easier communication and reference and 
reduces language dependency. Documentation. both on-line and in 
printed form should reference these Message numbers. 

13. Log messages should include, at the least. the same information 
that is displayed on the screen when information for an action is 
written to the log as well as being displayed on the panel In this 
manner the user can easily identify the message in the log with 
the activities of the session. The following will accomplish 
this: 

ISPEXEC SETKSG MSG(DTSK001) 
ISPEXEC LOG MSG(DTSM001) 

l~. The GETMSG service should not be used to generate messages for 
display on a panel or for placement in the log. Standard methods 
(such as the SETMSG or lOG services) should be used to directly 
create the required message. The GETKSG service should be used 
only when it is necessary to place the message information in a 
location other than a panel or the log. For example, the GETMSG 
service should be used when extracting information for placement 
in an application audit trail data set. 

15. Messages should indicate exactly what values, actions or fields 
the messages are referring to. In panels, the additional use of 
cursor positioning is useful to enhance this. 
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S. TABLES 

S. I GENERAL 

Tables should only be used for one-to-one mappings. ISPF tables were 
designed to provide a way to store, process and display a basic array 
structure. Attempts to use ISPF tables as a sophisticated database 
will result in extremely complex (and slow) table processing logic. 
Do not use a table row as a linked list. 

5.2 SPECIFIC 

1. Do not redefine the scroll PF keys to different functions. User 
confidence is undermined when the meanings of the PF keys change 
from one dialog to another. . 

In the event that you must redefine the scroll PF keys, encourage 
the use of the PFSHOW command so users can see how keys are de
fined. 

2. If possible, do not use extension variables in a table. The 
presence of extension variables will add complexity to table proc
essing which wi 11 make the dialog harder to maintain. Using ex
tension variables in permanent tables will complicate the logic of 
every dialog which accesses the table. 

Extension variables may be necessary for displaying error or in
formational messages within a table row. 

3. Oisplay info~mative messages du~ing use~ p~ocessing of the table. 
Nhen the message is ~elated to a function co •• and, use the ISPF 
message facility. Nhen the message is related to a particula~ 
~ow, display the message in a column of the table display which 
has been ~ese~ved fo~ that purpose. For pe~.anent tables, this 
can be best accomplished by using an extension variable to display 
the message. For tempo~ary tables, define a messBge field in each 
row when the table is created, to Bvoid the use of extension va~i
abIes. 

4. The first input field in the table display should be the leftmost 
field. To be consistent with ISPFIPOF table displays, this field 
should stB~t in column 1. 
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5. Emul,t. PDF p~ocessing of t,bles ,s closely .s possibl, (fo~ el'.
pIe, .e.b,~ selectiol lists i, PDF option 3.ll. 

6. The processing of the command field can be done either before or 
after processing the rows. To provide PDF consistency. however, 
processing the comm~nd field after processing the rows is sug
gested. 

7. Hhen designing a dialog whicb displays tables, , decision must be 
made about the p~ocessing of the END and RETURN com.ands. Hhen tbe 
use~ ente~s END o~ RETURN, tbe~e m,y be ~ow modifications andlo~ 
application commands wbicb have not yet been p~ocessed. If ~ow 
p~ocessing is NOT done afte~ an END o~ RETURN command, tbe use~ 
will be allowed to exit the table display without cop~ecting ep
~o~s which bave p~eviously been detected. If ~ow Bnd command 
field p~ocessing IS done befo~e allowing tbe END O~ RETURN to take 
effect, B CANCEL (or equivalent) command should be p~ovided to al
low the use~ a chance to abo~t tbe operation. 

Using CANCEL is suggested since it is consistent with EDIT. 

8. Any variable which is specified in a MODEL I ine but which is not 
part of the actual table (as defined using the TBCREATE service) 
must be cleared before each re-display of the table. It is recom
mended that this be done in the INIT section as opposed to the 
REINIT section or in a CLIST, EXEC or program. This prevents 
propagation of the value of the variable in one row of the table 
through each row of the displayed table. (This type of variable 
is often used to display a SELECT CODE field for line commands). 

9. The enqueue mechanism provided by ISPF is intended to prevent con
current updating of the same table by multiple users. The mech
anism is based on the assumption that all users updating a given 
table will have the same first library definition for ISPTLIB. 
Dialog developers should be aware of this when designing dialogs 
which will be used by concurrent users to update a table. A re
commended approach to alleviate this problem is to use the LIBRARY 
parameter on the TBOPEN, TBCLOSE and TBCREATE service. A unique 
ddname can be allocated to the input and output tables so that 
conflicts donlt arise with ISPTLIB concatenation and ISPTABL. Us
ing the LIBDEF service provides another mechanism by which this 
can be done to reduce confusion and conflicts. 

10. Make certain that you sort the table in a sequence that will be 
logical to the user before displaying it. If possible sort and 
store the table as it will be referenced. 
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II. When a table Is being accessed for the READ only. make sure that 
the NOWRITE option is specified on the TPOPEN service. This will 
insure that the table can be accessed concurrently for input only 
by multiple users. 
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6. FILE TAILORING 

6.1 GENERAL 

Each installation should examine the use of file tailoring In the de
velopment of their dialogs for on-line applications; .isuse or inap
propriate use of this facility can significantly degrade performance. 

6.2 SPECIFIC 

1. Skeletons should be commented, just as programs, CllSTs, EXECs and 
panels should be commented. 

2. Use temporary ISPF output files wherever possible as opposed to 
handling permanent allocations. 

3. When referencing a temporary output file use the ddname suppl ied 
in the ZTEMPN system variable as opposed to the dsname in ZTEMPF. 
This will provide more flexibi I ity especially when the temporary 
file is allocated to VID. 

~. Avoid using) 1M. It compl icates debugging; use FTINCls. 
always check the return code from the the FTINCL calls. 

Also, 

5. The complexity of skeletons should be limited, just as the com
plexity of programs are limited for the purposes of understanding 
and maintenance. 

6. Tabbing, blank lines (")BLANK") and alignment shoul.d be used to 
keep generated output, as well as skeleton source. readable. 

7. The ")eM" statement should be used to document: 

a. Which dialog components use the skeleton. 

b. How the output file is used. 

c. Any unique features of the skeleton or environment. 
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8. If EDIT or BROWSE Is going to be used on the output dataset then 
the file tailored output dataset cannot be VIO. If the output Is 
to be BROWSEd or EDITted then make sure the ISPCTlx dataset(s) are 

·allocated to real OASD. In all cases check the lTEKPF and ZTEKPN 
variables to make sure that a real dataset is available for EDIT 
or BROWSE before attempting the operation. 
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1. KOOELS 

7. 1 SPECF I C 

1. Dialog developers should be strongly discouraged from making their 
own copy of the MOdel menus (ISREKCKD, I SREftPNL , etc.). If they 
do create their own copies of these menus, they will not have ac
cess to changes to these menus made in new versions of ISPF/PoF or 
changes made by the installation. Each installation should pro
vide a mechanism for users and/or groups to add their own models. 
This can be done by adding U (User) and G (Group) options to the 
model menus accessed by everyone in the installation. Following 
are two approaches to adding models. The first method is recom
mended because it does not complicate the MODEL command used to 
imbed the IBM-supplied models. 

a. Method 1: 

Place User and Group options on the Class menu and User, 
Group, and Installation options on the model options menu for 
each class. 

Advantages - Standard ISPF models are accessible at the first 
level of the hierarchy (e.g. the TBCREATE model can be im
bedded in a CLIST using the command 'MODEL TBCREATE'). 

Disadvantages - User models are placed one level lower in the 
hierarchy than the IBM models. 

b. Method 2: 

Insert a menu between the Class menu and each of the option 
menus. On the inserted menu, place options for ISPF services 
and Installation, Group and User options. 

Advantages All model options are at the same level in the 
hierarchy; the model hierarchy can be organized more log
i ca I I Y • 

Disadvantages - The command used to imbed a model into a data 
set (without displaying the model menus) requires an addi
tional qualifier to identify which section the model be
longs to (ISPF, Installation, Group or User>. For example: 
the command required to imbed the TBCREATE model would be 
MODEL 1.TBCREATE if IBM-supplied ISPF models were option 1. 
Also, if users are not familiar with which models are 
IBM-supplied ISPF and which are 'home-grawn', they may have 
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to search one section before discovering that it Is con
tained In the other. This search may be frustrating be
cause an 'END' command on any model Menu ter.lnates the 
entire KODEl command. 

2. Within the skeleton member. NOTEs should be included to explain 
any options or parameters available to the user or areas which 
need to be customized by the user. The text within NOTE lines 
should be in mixed upper and lower case to improve readability. 

3. All models which are longer than ten lines should begin with a 
NOTE that explains the use of the model. 
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8. USER CUSTOKIZATION OF SYSTEK-WIDE DIALOG COMPONENTS 

8.1 GENERAL' 

1. Dialog developers should be strongly discouraged from overriding 
system-wide dialog components with their customized version of 
these components. When ISPF users are allowed to override system
wide components, two problems occur: 

a. System-wide components are inadvertently overridden by users, 
resulting in dialog errors which can be difficult to diagnose. 

b. When modifications are made to dialog components in the 
system-wide libraries, the user-customized components prevent 
the user from seeing new or enhanced features. The most com
mon examples of this are user-customized Primary Option menus. 
A user overriding the Primary Option menu is unaware of 
changes or additions which have been made in the menu in the 
system-wide libraries. 

2. A program which front-ends the ISPF command processor can be used 
to enforce a concatenation sequence which your installation has 
defined as standard. 
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9. CONCATENATION SEQUENCES FOR ISPF LIBRARIES 

A standard concatenatIon sequence for ISPF libraries should be estab-. 
lished by each Installation. For purposes of this discussion, we have 
identified four categories of librariesl 

I. IB~-supplied ISPF and/or ISPF/PDF libraries 

2. System wide applications (Installation-developed and Vendor) 

3. Group applications (Installation-developed and Vendor) 

4. User applications (Installation-developed and Vendor). 

Two methods exist for allocating and concatenating ISPF libraries: 

1- Pre-allocation of the I SPF f i I es via: 

a. DDNAMES in the T50 logon proc. 

b. TSO ALLOCATE commands. 

c. LINK and ACCESS the ISPF minidisks. 

d. CMS FILEDEF commands. 

2. Using the ISPF LIBDEF faci I ity. 

Each installation must determine how they are going concatenate all 
the datasets used by ISPF for each user. The following an serve as 
gu i de 1 i nes: 

I. IBM supplied libraries for ISPF and PDF should be pre-allocated 
for all users. 

2. Files supplied by vendors or which contain dialog elements written 
by an installation which are used by all or a large group of users 
should be pre-allocated to SPF. 

3. Vendor or installation written dialogs which need to be limited to 
a subset of users can be either pre-allocated just by the users 
who need to execute them or the ISPF LIBDEF facility can be used 
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to dynamically allocate the the appropriate files prlor"to select
Ing the dialog. Reasons for li.ited dialog Icces, are: 

a. Only one group needs access to a particular vendor-supplied 
application. 

b. One group has purchased its own vendor-supplied application 
and does not want anyone else to have access to it. 

c. One group has purchased a proprietary application and is re
stricted by the licensing agreement to be the only users of 
the application. 

4. If an installation has many ISPF files consider using LIBDEF to 
allocate libraries for infrequently used applications. Pre
allocating many ISPF libraries increases ISPF initialization over
head since it must open each one every time ISPF is invoked. 

5. If the total number of ISPF files is not great, pre-allocating may 
simplify the maintenance of the system. 

6. If an installation modifies IBM dialog components, do so to a file 
other than the one distributed by IBM. This will insure that your 
changes are not removed by routine IBM system service (IBM's 
panel. message, skeleton and table files are all SMP maintained in 
MVS; maintenance to VM mass replaces distributed dialog elements). 

7. Consider using a similar technique for any non-IBM supplied vendor 
package. 

Each installation is encouraged to protect any proprietary or company 
sensitive dialogs with external security. Do not rely on the ISPF li
brary concatenations to limit access to dialogs. 

An installation may wish to consider the LIBDEF service to break up 
elements for different dialogs. 

Advantages of using lIBDEF: 

1. Allocation of files can be deferred until the dialog is invoked. 
This reduces ISFP initialization overhead. 
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2. ISPF Initialization overhead Is reduced since some ISPF files do 
not have to be allocated (they will be allocated later by LIBDEF). 

3. Dialog elements can maintained in their own libraries. 
simplify maintenance of the dialogs. 

This may 

~. The libraries are only allocated by the individuals executing the 
dialogs. not all ISPF users. 

Disadvantages of using lIBDEF: 

1. Additional overhead when selecting a dialog which uses llBDEF ser
vices. 

2. Constant allocation and unallocation of files when entering and 
exiting a dialog which uses lIBDEF. 
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10.1 

CLISTS 
nance. 
weighed 
faster 
(COBOL, 

10. CLISTS 

GENERAL 

can be used in dialogs to speed development and ease mainte
It is, however, an interpretive language and its use must be 
against performance concerns. If a requirement of a dialog is 
execution than a non-interpretive language should be used 
FORTRAN, ASSEMBLER, PLll, etc.) 

A developer may elect to write a dialog initially using clists and 
later re-write that portion of the dialog in a more efficient lan
guage. 

10.2 SPECIFIC 

1. CLISTs should be invoked by p~efixing a pe~cent sign (%1 to the 
CLIST name: 

%clistname 

If the percent sign is not used to invoke a ClIST, line mode dis
play is initiated and the screen is cleared. 

2. Global clist variables should not be used by CLISTs which are part 
of a dialog. ISPF variable services should be used. 

3. ATTN exits should not be used ;n ISPf CIISTs; theip use will cause 
unppedictable ~esults. 

4. The TERNIN command p~ocedupe statement is not suppo~ted unde~ 1SPF 
and must not be used. 

5. ISPF file-tailoring and the PDF edit-macro facilities should be 
used to format output dataset (JeL, input or output files, control 
cards, etc.). The use of TSO EDIT in a eLIST to perform such 
functions should be discontinued in favor of using these standard 
facilities, which are specifically designed for tailoring output 
data. 
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6. An installation may consider using the LIBDEF service instead of 
TSO ALLOCATE commands. This may simplify migrating from CLISTs to 
other programming languages or to V" (REXX or EXECs). 
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&ZUP 25. 29 

, sign 
See eliSTs 

A 

ATTN exits 
See CLISTs 

C 

CllSTs 49 

INDEX 

, sign. invoking a CllST with 49 
ATTN exits 49 
file tailoring vs. TSO EDIT 49 
global variables 49 
I ine mode display 49 
TERMIN command 49 

command line 
See panels 

confirmation panels 
See panels 

customization 
See ISPF libraries 

o 

default attribute character 
See panel, attribute character 

d i r ec t i ve line 
See panels 

dynamic areas 
panels 19 

E 

END comrnand 
See tables 

extended data stream 
See panels 
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F 

f i leu i I or i ng 
batch vs. on-line execution 39 
skeletons 39 
uses of 39 

function line 
See panels 

G 

global variables 
See eLI STs 

graphic areas 
See panels 

H 

HElP 
See panels 

information panels 
See panels 

instruction line 
See panels 

intensity 
See panels 

ISPF libraries 
concatenation sequence 

enforcing installation standard 43 
customization of system-wide ISPF components 43 

ISPTllB 
See tables 

l 

1I BDEF 45. 46 
library concatenation sequence 45 
line mode display 

CllSTs 49 
long message line 

See panels 
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member names 
See naming standards 

menus 
See selection panels 

messages 31 
alarm 32 
default message area 31 
designing 31 
format 31 
help panels 32 
informative 32 

INDEX 

message data set blocksize and member size 32 
optimizing message retrieval 32 
output facilities 31 
overlaying panel fields 31 
positioning the cursor 32 
punctuation 31 
vocabulary 31 

messages in table displays 
See tables 

models 41 
adding models and classes 41 

model hierarchy 41 
two possible methods 4T 

NOTE lines 42 

N 

naming standards 3 
examples 6 
identifiers 

dialog id 4 
group id 4 
system id 4 
type 5 

member names 4 
IBI'\ standard 7 
messages 6 

variables 3 
non-display panels 

See panels 

o 

option line 
See panels 

p 
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INDEX 

panel design 
See panels. design considerations 

panels 9 
appearance 9 
command line 10 
confirmation 24 
description field. for input fields 13 
design considerations 18 
directive line 16 

menus 17 
non-scrollable panels 16 
scrollable panels 17 
tutorials 17 

dynamic 26 
dynamic areas 19 
extended data stream 18 
fie 1 ds 12 
function line II 
general layout 9 
graphic areas 26 
HELP 18 
information. on input fields 14 
informational 23 
input fields 13. 19 
input fields. repeating 14 
instruction line 11 
intensity 18, 19 
long message I inel0 
multi-column data entry 22 
non-display 30 
non-scrollable 21 
padding character 13, 15 
scrollable 11, 26 
sections 19 
select field 15. 19 
selection panels 27 

option 1 ine 27 
standard arrow symbol 13 
table display 26 
text fields 15 
text 1 i nes 16 

confirmation 16 
informational 16 
tutorial 16 

title line 9 
TRANS 19 
TRUNC 19 
tutorial 11 
tutorial menu 
tutorial text 
types 12 

29 
25. 29 
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PFSHOW 18 
pre-processed panel. 19 

R 

repeating input fields 
See panels. input fields 

RETURN command 
See tables 
II 

S 

screens 
See panels 

scrollable panels 
See panels 

selection panels 
See panels 

singly occurring 
See panels, input fields 

INDEX 

SMP (System Modification Program) 
member name requirements 3 

T 

table display panels 
See panel 

tables 35 
command field processing 36 
extension variables 35 
ISPTllB enqueue 36 
messages 35 
MODEL line 36 
processing the END or RETURN command 36 
processing user-modified rows 36 
providing a CANCEL command 36 
scroll PF keys 35 
select code field' 36 
TBCREATE service 36 
values propagated through table rows' 36 

TBCREATE service 
See tables 

TERMIN command 
See CLISTs 

title line 
See panels 

TRANS 19 
TRUNC 19 
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TSO EDIT 
See ellSTs 

turorial menu 
See panels 

tutorial text panel 
. See panel s 

v 

variables 
See naming standards 

INDEX 
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